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In this paper, the main results of Merkes and Scott [l] are extended to 
include the second-order Riccati equation. The proofs of the theorems which 
can be found in [2] are omitted as they are similar to those in [I]. 
Letmando-1 be non-negative integers and consider the equation 
tm+2(A 
t 
where 
A = f aktk, 
k=O 
+ By) y” + tm+l( c + Dy) y’ - 2tm+2B( y’)” 
t”E+Fy+Gy”+HyS=O, 
y(0) = 0, Y’(O) = A 
B = f bktk, 
k=O 
c = f cktk,..., 
k=O 
H = f hktk. 
k-0 
(1) 
Equation (1) is called admissible if 
(i) A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, and tu-lE are analytic at t = 0, 
(ii) f. , go and ho are not all zero, 
(iii) If m = 0, (K + o)(K + o - 1) a, + (h + u) co +fo # 0, h = 0, 1,2 ,... 
m # 0, J-0 # 0. (2) 
THEOREM 1. If (1) is admissible, then there is one and only one formal power 
series solution, y = p(t), which vanikhes at t = 0, and p(t) = O(P) if e, # 0. 
In particular, p(t) E 0 if and only if E = 0. 
Define L,, by 
L,(y,) = tm+2(4a + &Y~)Y” + tm+l(G + D,m)yn’ - 2tm+2&h’n’)2 
+ f’%, + Fnyn + Gnyn2 + Hny,‘. (3) 
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Then, if we set 
a,+1 f%,+, 
Yn = 1 +rn+l 
where LX,+~ # 0 and 8n+l is a positive integer, we get 
f",l 
L,(y,) = - (layyn+l)3 L+dYn+A 
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(4) 
(5) 
where 
A n+1 = A,, + Cl,+#“+‘B,,  
B n+1 = A nv 
c n+1 = 2S,+,A, - 2~,+1S,,+ltsn+1Bn + C,, + s+ltSntlDn , 
D ?a+1 = 2%&L + G 9 
t% f ‘E n+l = s,+,( 1 - a,,,) PA, + an+14a+ltm+an+1( 1  ht,,) B, - k+,f”G 
- an+l~,+lf”+8-Dn - 1 f+~+1& - F, 
%+1 
- %a+1 ts”“Gn - cx;+lt28n+1H,, , 
F n+l = 2S,+,( 1 - a,,,,) t “A, + an+,%+1( I+ ha+,) tmfSn+% - 24s+,Gt” 
3 
- ~n+18n+lt”‘+8n+1D,, - - t%-8.+1E n - 2F,, - ‘yn+lt”n+‘Gn , 
%+1 
G 3 w-1 = S,+,(l - 6,+,) PA, - Gn+ltrnCn - - f%-htilE, - F, , an+1 
and 
H 
1 
n+1 = 
-- t--n-h+l& . (6) 
%+1 
THEOREM 2. IfLn(yn) is admissible, a, > 1 and E,,(O) # 0, thal,,+l(yn+,) 
determined by (4) through (6) is admissible, if and only if 
(m = 0) 6,+1 = u?l , J%(O) Oh+l = - [u&r, - 1) A,(O) + %G(O) + ~n(Oll’ 
En(O) (7) 
(m f 0) %,l = 0% 9 cr,,, = - -. 
Fn(O) 
By Theorem 2 and induction, we can generate a formal C-fraction solution 
of an admissible equation L&J = 0 by iteration of the linear fractional 
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transformation (4). If Es = 0, the formal C-fraction is defined to be zero; 
otherwise, it is defined to be the continued fraction 
where (8) terminates with the nth partial quotient, if and only if n is the 
smallest index for which E,, = 0. 
THEOREM 3. If L,(y) = 0 is admissible, then the corresponding power series 
of its formal C-fraction solution is the unique formal power series solution of 
L,(y) = 0 which vanishes at t = 0, and conversely. 
THEOREM 4. An admissible equation L,(y) = 0 has a rational solution 
which vanishes at t = 0, if and only if its formal C-fraction solution is a 
terminating continued fraction. 
THEOREM 5. Let L,(y) = 0 be admissible and have coeficient functions 
which are regular throughout a region containing t = 0 in its interior. If the 
formal C-fraction solution of L,(y) = 0 converges uniformly in the region to a 
function y(t), then y(t) is the unique solution of L,,(y) = 0, analytic in the region 
with y(0) = 0. 
The question of convergence of (8) is indeed a difficult one. One must 
either know the ol,‘s in closed form or have information as to their asymptotic 
behavior. 
If (1) is the first order Riccati equation with polynomial coefficients, the 
transformation (5) results in the same type of equation whose polynomial 
coefficients have essentiahy the same degree as the original ones. If the 
polynomials of the original equations are of low degree, the aforementioned 
fact together with much ingenuity may allow one to gain the necessary 
information about the behavior of the ol,‘s. However, this has not been done 
for equations with polynomial coefficients of degree greater than two. Thus, 
even in the case of the general first order Riccati equation, a genera1 conver- 
gence theory is lacking. 
In the case of the second order Riccati equation (even those with constant 
coefficients) information as to the behavior of the 01,‘s in (8) seems completely 
unavailable. This is due to both the fact that (5) raises the degree of the 
polynomial coefficients in (l), and the complicated form of the connecting 
relations (6). 
Nevertheless, the truncated continued fraction yields analytic (except for 
poles) approximations to the solution of (1) which are valuable for com- 
putation and locating zeros and poles of the solution. 
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